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The Fluid Boundaries studio engages students in navigating design 
questions within a socio-politically charged context. The work of the 
studio explores design of new public spaces, landscapes, buildings, 
objects, practices, and processes within the US-Mexico border metropo-
lis of El-Paso-Ciudad Juárez [1]. The citizens that live in transborder com-
munities have been described as comprising a “third nation” (Michael 
Dear) connected more by the material life and daily practices that they 
share than separated by the political boundaries that characterize their 
urban territory.

A material reality shared by the citizens of El Paso-Juárez is water. 
The Rio Grande River valley [2] is what first drew inhabitants to settle this 
part of the Chihuahuan desert, and water management has long been 
one of the matters of cooperation, contention, and negotiation between 
the two countries. The line of the Rio Grande as it flows between El Paso 
and Ciudad Juárez is also the political line of the national border, doubly 
politicizing its role as a contested yet shared territory.

The work of the studio also focuses on water as territory, commod-
ity, and reproductive agent; how the concrete politics of its negotiation 
and control produce the physical spaces of the borderland. While the 
shared waters of the river and the underground aquifers contribute to the 
reproductive capacity of land within the  desert climate, it is the infra-
structures of water supply and sanitation that are material witnesses to 
socio-spatial injustices and imbalances that impact social reproduction 
within the border cities. Design will be mobilized to address water sys-
tems, water rights, and urban media.

The studio is divided into three phases and concludes in a collabo-
ratively designed and assembled space. The discourse serves as a stage 
for conversation where the work is a critical space to interrogate issues 
of the border region and its shared waters.

In the Paso del Norte at the US-Mexico border,  
water—as an agent of geopolitics, commodification, 
and social reproduction—produces charged physi-
cal spaces and asymmetrical material realities in the 
borderland. While the waters of the Rio Grande and the 
rapidly diminishing aquifers contribute to the repro-
ductive capacity of land within the desert climate, it 
is the infrastructures of water supply, sanitation, and 
flood control that reproduce socio-spatial injustices 
and imbalances. Drawing on discourses and tech-
niques that aim to redirect complex systems toward 
alternative societal ends, a studio design project 
attempts to remap the potential agency of water as 
shared matter and rethink forms and formats of emer-
gent urban infrastructure.

1 A Mexican city on the Rio 
Grande, just south of El Paso, 
Texas. Lies on the border 
between Mexico and the United 
States.

2 A region located in a floodplain 
that drains into the Rio Grande 
River. The region includes  
the southernmost tip of Texas 
and a portion of northern 
Mexico.
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Students at Mount Cristo Rey overlooking the Ciudad Juárez

Students workshopping at Texas Tech University in El Paso Students at Elephant Butte Dam, NM

Fronteriza Flood Zones, Ciudad Juárez. All photographs by Kathy Velikov

Students overlooking Ciudad Juárez
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Photograph of the US/Mexico border from Mount Cristo Rey in New Mexico. Photograph by Kathy Velikov
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1 Part 1: concrete politics 
Part reading seminar, part hands-on experimentation. The first por-
tion of the studio sets a frame-work through readings and discus-
sion that are vital to forming a shared understanding and discourse 
through which to engage in the politics of the border zone [3] and 
its social and environmental contexts. This initial phase enables 
students to situate critical work within a partial understanding of 
deeper histories, layered practices, forms of engagement, play, 
and mediation. Meant to prepare students to engage in design 
work within difficult and entangled situations, polarized politics, 
environmental violence, and social injustice for which there will be 
no right or easy answers. 

2 PART 2: MATERIAL GEOGRAPHY 
The second portion of the studio investigates the relationships 
between data, space, and matter through the development of a 
physical map of a material geography of the El Paso-Juarez region. 
Looking at a specific material condition or process to spatialize 
(geology, soils, hydrology, wind, rainfall, air quality, pollution, etc.) 
from data that is contemporary, historical, or time-based in which 
to speculate an apparatus.  At the end of phase 2 students had the 
opportunity to travel to the El Paso-Juarez region.

3 PART 3: ARTIFACTS 
Concluding the studio, students experiment with how to represent 
the simultaneity of landscape, city, infrastructure, built form, human 
and nonhuman inhabitants with a focus on how design proposals 
are situated in place-based geographies, within deep three-di-
mensional territories. The design proposals through drawings and 
models focused on landscape, ground, matter, geographic strata, 
and situations within urban and non-urban contexts. 

… a thoroughly heterogeneous ensemble consisting of 
discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory 
decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific 
statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic 
propositions–in short, the said as much as the unsaid. 
Such are the elements of the apparatus. The apparatus 
itself is the system of relations that can be established 
between these elements.
Michel Foucault, 1977 

3 Areas near country borders that 
have special restrictions on 
movement. Governments often 
forbid unauthorized entry from 
border zones. These spaces 
function as buffer zones,  
specially monitored by border 
patrol. The zones are often sites 
for political and social conflict 
between neighboring countries.
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Rio Grande Valley Map Kathy Velikov & Geoffrey Thun, 2018
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Second Cycle, Site Interventions Drawing by Julia Jeffs and Linda Lee, 2019

The project eschews the detailed design of specific 
objects or buildings, leaning instead to prototyp- 
ical design proposals from the scale of the object to 
the scale of urban spaces.

STUDENT WORK:
SECOND CYCLE

Julia Jeffs, Linda Lee
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Second Cycle by Julia Jeffs and Linda Lee is situated in the unincorpo-
rated colonia of Anapra, on the northwest side of Juárez, adjacent to the 
US-Mexico border. Established in the 1990’s, Anapra still has no formal 
waste or water services and residents rely on water delivery trucks [4] 
for their supply. Like many colonias, Anapra residents have also estab-
lished informal material exchange networks for household objects and 
construction materials. The project leverages the water delivery route 
to identify spaces throughout the neighborhood for a new shared water 
and material recycling infrastructure that leverages existing practices 
and networks. The proposal includes the implementation of ready-made 
elements such as low-cost rainwater harvesting barrels and construct-
ed wetlands to capture and retain rainwater, as well as the schematic 
design for a new materials exchange hub and distributed plastic bottle 
compacting devices.

Instruments by Julia Jeffs and Linda Lee, 2019

Rio Grande Valley Map by Julia Jeffs and Linda Lee, 2019

4 “Pipas” are water delivery trucks 
that supply water to residents  
of Anapra. Once a truck has 
delivered a load, the next pipas 
could arrive anywhere  
from a day, to two weeks later.
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STUDENT WORK:
DECAMPING THE BORDERLANDS

Daham Marapane

Decamping the Borderlands, Booklet Illustration by Daham Marapane, 2019

“Decamping the Borderlands” is a fictional narrative of 
a future after industrialization based in a “de-growth” 
scenario, characterized by a society with cultural 
values for reuse and maintenance, where the spaces 
of state and corporate control are enrolled into a 
new commons."
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Decamping the Borderlands by Daham Marapane argues that Ciudad 
Juárez is a city whose “urbanization is largely unmoored from its ecolo-
gy:” both its desert ecology where the aquifers are rapidly depleting, and 
its labor ecology of human exploitation in the maquiladora industry. The 
project is situated in a plausible future where the combined exhaustion 
of the water supply and the emancipation of Mexican labor workers 
has led to a collapse of maquiladora profitability and the abandonment 
of corporate assembly operations. “Decamping the Borderlands” is a 
fictional narrative of a future after industrialization based in a “de-growth” 
scenario, characterized by a society with cultural values for reuse 
and maintenance, where the spaces of state and corporate control 
are enrolled into a new commons. The imagined “Cooperativa Ysleta,” 
formed through the region’s Watershed Authority, begins operations to 
re-naturalize the Rio Grande, re-appropriate the massive spaces of the 
border maquiladoras for greenhouses, and undertakes disassembly and 
material reuse of the remaining plants, while empowering residents with 
new skills and resources. The drawings assemble the inventory of stuff—
machinery, shelving, containers, buildings—abandoned in the wake  
of the departing industries, and illustrate their reuse by the cooperative

Reuse Proposals by Daham Marapane, 2019
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STUDENT WORK:
NO SAFE PLACE

Ge Jin

Site Plan by Ge Jin, 2019

No Safe Place by Ge Jin addresses the crisis of femicide [5] in Juárez as 
an urban design question. Her work focuses on the Gema-Juárez-Fer-
nandez Industrial Triangle [6] where hundreds of cases of female abduc-
tion and lethal sexual assault occur each year. Spatial analysis reveals 
that “Lethal sexual assaults upon girls, teens and women engaged in 
routine activities (walking to and from school and work) took place on 
public streets and unlighted foot pathways in all zones…sexual assas-
sination also took place near the railroad corridor, federal lands and 
maquiladora plants located at uninhabited areas of the city.” (S. Schatz, 
Sexual Homicide of Women on the U.S.-Mexican Border, Springer 2017, 
pp 25-26). 

Ge’s project consisted of a film that contextualized the spatial 
production of the foreign-owned maquiladoras as both an agent of rap-
id informal urbanization as migrant workers flood to Juárez in search of 
maquila jobs, and as an agent of femicide through lack of social invest-
ment, poor public and private security, and unsafe streets and urban 
conditions for pedestrians. Her design work identified urban areas in 
the Gema-Juárez-Fernandez industrial park that were redesigned with 
urban interventions of lighting, color, safe bus waiting, adjustments  
to improve visibility, and communications technologies in order to sys-
tematically improve the spatial conditions of safety within the area.

5 Gender-related killing of women 
and girls.

6 In Ciudad Juarez, young female 
workers interact daily with 
young men in five major  
industrial parks including the 
Industrial Triangle.
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Video Stills by Ge Jin, 2019

Situated Apparatus drawing by Ge Jin, 2019
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STUDENT WORK:
SECURED

Victoria See

Secured by Victoria See operates within the urban condition of flood 
risk that is typical of large parts of the bi-national city. In Juárez, the 
combination of rapid and often informal urbanization, a lack of munic-
ipal infrastructure, and the geography of the surrounding mountains 
put citizens at extreme risk during flash floods that occur frequently 
after heavy rainfall, sometimes with catastrophic consequences such 
as the 2006 floods that left over 20,000 homeless in Juárez. See’s proj-
ect develops an empty parcel of land at the base of the San Antonio 
Stream [7] that creates a landscape that can capture, retain, and redis-
tribute floodwaters. The landscape and its functions shift in use based 
on water level, and becomes a place where humans, birds, and other 
species coexist within multiple temporalities. The project programs 
and built structures include a community center and greenhouses that 
provide after school safe spaces for children whose parents work at 
in the nearby maquiladoras, as well as outdoor play spaces and skate 
parks that take advantage of the water retention infrastructure during 
dry seasons. distributed plastic bottle compacting devices.

Secured, Tableau Drawing by Victoria See, 2019

7 Major waterway that originates 
in central Texas.
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Situated Apparatus drawing by Victoria See, 2019

Activity Drawing by Victoria See, 2019
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